
Volunteer Spotlight on Sarah Sansone 
 
We would like to thank Sarah for all of her time that she gives to help our school and community.  
 
Over the years, Sarah has worn and continues to wear many many hats at OLMC , Movie Night Chair, Room 
Mom, St. Nick's Visit, Faith Rally music, Little Flowers Leader and Cheer Coach.  
 
Outside of school, since Sarah continues to help out in so many areas of our community; Music Ministry, 
Mary's Way Planning Committee, Merciful Help Volunteer, YDisciple Leader and Guerin Advancement 
Committee are just a few of these areas. 
 
Sarah is truly a blessing to our school and community. 
 
We asked Sarah some questions to get to know her better: 
 
Why do you volunteer at our school?  
 
I love kids and I love sharing my faith with them. 
 
What’s your favorite part of being a volunteer?  
 
Getting to see the kids and feel connected to the school and its mission. 
 
Do you have a favorite or funny memory from volunteering?  
 
My favorite memory is probably when I was at movie night for K-2 and the kids were getting a little 
squirrelly (understatement) I led them in Simon Says to get some energy out and then later when we 
needed the Parish Hall cleaned up I told them I'd do a magic trick and I turned them all into vacuum 
cleaners.  It was awesome seeing how serious they were about picking up the trash.  It was so sweet.  I 
also really love singing for the Faith Rally and seeing how prayerful and reverent they all are.  It is such a 
gift! 
 
One thing that would surprise someone to learn about me is…. 
 
When I'm feeling really silly I make up songs in a Broadway Musical fashion about things like what's for 
dinner or how hard their homework is or when I need them to put on their shoes and it drives them crazy.  I 
do it because my Dad made up goofy rhymes (and I was so annoyed at the time) but it's what I most 
remember about childhood.  It helps me not take things so seriously which I also have a tendency to do. 
 
What is your favorite thing about OLMC school?  
 
My favorite thing is definitely the community and knowing that we all share a common goal of raising kids 
with virtue. 
 
Sarah ’s Spouse:  Chris 
 
Sarah ’s Kids:  Maddalena (Lena) is in 5th, Rocco is in 3rd and Theo will be in kindergarten next year. 
 



Sarah ’s hobbies/interests:  Singing, reading, listening to podcasts, learning about the faith and 
connecting with friends. 
 
Sarah ’s Favorite Food:  Honestly, anything Italian. 
 
Sarah ’s Favorite Band:  I honestly can't think of one.  I like all kinds of music though... 
 
Sarah ’s Favorite Movie and TV show:   My favorite movie growing up was The Wizard of Oz.  As an adult 
it's probably The Prestige. 
 
Any Pets:  Bubbles the Goldfish 
 
If Sarah could travel anywhere where would she go:  Italy 
 
Life Advice Sarah would give:   Padre Pio said "Pray, Hope and Don't Worry" - not my original idea but 
feels like the best advice for this moment in time. 
 
Sarah ’s Favorite Inspirational Quote: The world is thy Ship and not thy Home. - St. Therese of Lisieux 
 
Sarah ’s Favorite Bible Verse:   Luke 12:48 - "From everyone who has been given much, much will be 
demanded; and from the one who has been entrusted with much, much more will be asked."  
 

“Many hands make light work” – THANK YOU Sarah for being part of the many hands at OLMC!  
We appreciate you! 


